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Abstract

The performance characteristics of multidimensional liquid chromatographic protein separations were evaluated using on-line electrospray
mass detection, and a novel workflow for automated LC/MS data processing. Two-dimensional ion exchange/reversed-phase LC separations of
Escherichia colicytosol were conducted using either a continuous linear or discontinuous step gradient in the first dimension. Chromatographic
profiles of the top 100 most abundant components were characterized to assess overall separation reproducibility within each mode, and
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o characterize differences in component distribution between the two modes of operation. Analysis of the resulting data ind
ultidimensional separations of complex protein mixtures can be done reproducibly. Furthermore, under the conditions emplo

his study, a linear first dimension gradient was more effective at fractionating the protein mixture, distributing fewer major comp
ultiple second dimension cycles than an equivalent step gradient. The application of on line mass spectrometry, and automated
f the resulting data, proved valuable for producing component level analysis of multidimensional protein separations.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Liquid phase separations of intact proteins are becoming
ttractive alternatives to gel based separations as upfront frac-

ionation techniques for the analysis of proteomic samples
1–3]. Liquid phase chromatographic or electrophoretic tech-
iques permit a wide variety of separations mechanisms to
e applied to intact protein separations, including molecular
ize[4], hydrophobicity[5], ionic character[6], and specific
ffinity interactions[7]. These methods offer an increased
electivity advantage over gel based methodologies, and can
e easily scaled to meet sample or analysis requirements.
hey can also be applied to a variety of proteins (extreme pI,

arge/small, insoluble) that may not be compatible with gel
ased separations.

A second major advantage of liquid phase separations
s that they are amenable to mass spectrometric detection,

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 508 482 3592; fax: +1 508 482 3625.
E-mail address:ScottBerger@waters.com (S.J. Berger).

including direct coupling of the two techniques. Wh
applied to intact proteins, mass spectrometric measure
accuracy can exceed that of gel based methods by s
orders of magnitude. The intact mass of a protein repre
the sum of the primary amino acid sequence, as we
all processing and modification events, and accurate
determination can be used to fully characterize compon
within a complicated sample[8–11].

A wide variety of workflows employing liquid pha
intact protein separations have been applied to the an
of cellular machines and more complex proteomic mixtu
The characterization of 40S ribosomal subunit prote
by a quadrupole LC/MS, was first reported by Lo
et al. [5], while Galasinski et al.[12] applied a simila
methodology to the analysis of histone proteins. Capi
LC coupled with Fourier transform ion cyclotron resona
mass spectrometry (FT-ICR-MS) was used by Lee e
[8] to characterize intact yeast ribosomal proteins. In
these studies, meaningful information about co-translat
processing and post-translational modification was obta
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Similar approaches have been applied to global proteomic
studies. The Smith laboratory has analyzed cellular fractions
from various microbes using the combination of capillary iso-
electric focusing and FT-ICR-MS[13–16]. Reversed-phase
liquid chromatography (RPLC) coupled with electrospray
time-of-flight mass spectrometry (ESI-TOF-MS) was applied
by Chong et al.[17] to develop protein molecular weight maps
from premalignant and human cancer cell lines. These ap-
proaches provided a method for viewing overall differences
in patterns of major protein components between samples.

Multidimensional separations that utilize orthogonal sep-
aration mechanisms offer improved separation capabilities
over single dimension separations, and allow an increased
number of components to be detected from complex mix-
tures. The basic theories on multidimensional separations
provide that the resultant peak capacity of a two-dimensional
(2D) separation can approach the product of the peak ca-
pacities of the individual dimensions[18–20]. The realiza-
tion of this capacity requires the pairing of dimensions with
sufficient selectivity differences to make efficient use of the
increased separation space.

wide variety of multidimensional separation mechanisms
have been coupled together to resolve complex protein
mixtures, often in combination with on-line or off-line mass
spectrometry. Chromatofocusing[6,21,22], size-exclusion
[4,23,24], affinity [25], and ion-exchange chromatography
[ on in
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(the yeast ribosome,∼100 proteins), a multidimensional ion-
exchange/reversed-phase (IEX/RP) separation was adequate
to produce total ion chromatograms (TIC) with sufficient
peak structure to permit automated peak identification,
summation of spectra under the peaks, and production of a
series of deconvoluted mass spectra for each identified peak
[32]. As sample complexity increases, the TIC information
becomes a less useful tool for analysis of LC/MS data, and
time/scan based approaches become more valid. An analysis
workflow of time based data segmentation, combined with
spectral summation and deconvolution, was first applied to
the analysis of the yeast large ribosomal subunit by Lee et al.
[8]. We have developed a similar strategy where time based
segmentation of spectra is combined with maximum entropy
spectral deconvolution to produce deconvoluted mass versus
retention time versus intensity maps of proteins from the
LC/MS analysis of a complex mixture. This approach permits
us to retain chromatographic profiles for each component,
and evaluate the distribution of components throughout a
multidimensional separation. The distribution (or disper-
sion) of a single component into multiple second dimension
cycles has important consequences for both quantitative and
qualitative aspects of the overall chromatographic separation.

In this work, we have evaluated the dispersion char-
acteristics of cytosolicE. coli proteins subjected to
multidimensional liquid chromatographic separations
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26,27]have all been used as a first dimension separati
ombination with RPLC for online MS analysis of protei
ree-flow electrophoretic–isoelectric focusing coupled
on-porous RPLC and ESI-TOF-MS detection has b
sed to examine the proteome of a human erythroleuk
ell line by Wall et al.[28,29]. Liu et al.[26], applied an inte
rated strong cation-exchange/reversed-phase (SCX/R
D system with online MS detection to characterize y
ibosomal extracts. Size-exclusion chromatography (S
ollowed by RPLC and MS detection was described
emeth-Cawley et al.[11]. In this study, the accura
ass determination of intact proteins using a quadru

ime-of-flight (Q-TOF) MS system permitted determinat
f component heterogeneity within an immunoglob

usion protein. Opiteck et al. have employed comprehen
ultidimensional separations using both SEC/RPLC[30]
nd SCX/RPLC[31] systems combined with mass sp

rometry for the characterization of intact proteins wit
n Escherichia colicell lysate. These works illustrate t
ffectiveness of coupling multiple liquid phase separat
ith MS detection for the in depth characterization of pro
amples.

In complex samples, chromatographic resolution
ample components is often insufficient to achieve bas
esolution of all species. Mass spectrometry is cap
f detecting and characterizing co-eluting compone
roviding an additional effective dimension of separat
nalysis of resulting protein LC/MS datasets is complica
y the need to properly segment the data for summation
pectral deconvolution. In a sample of moderate compl
MDLC), using MS detection as a tool to examine th
eparations at the component level. The approach perm
s to assess overall run-to-run variability, and evaluate
lution profiles (step versus linear) in the first dimensio
eparation. Creating the protein maps has also provid
ith a basis for visualizing overall system performance,

or identification of characteristic patterns that different
hromatographic performance and component dispers
oth separation dimensions.

. Experimental

.1. Materials

All chemicals and reagents used were of analytical g
r higher. Buffers and salts were purchased from Sig
isher OPTIMA brand acetonitrile (Fisher Scientific) a

rifluoroacetic acid (TFA, Pierce) were used for RP
urified water was generated in the laboratory usin
illi-Q purification system (Millipore).

.2. Sample preparation

E. coli cytosol (50 mg/mL by a modified Bradford ass
Bio-Rad)) was prepared by a combination of French p
ell lysis, and ultracentrifugation. The cytosol was dilu
o a concentration of 12.5 mg/mL in 10 mM Tris (pH
liquoted, and frozen until analyzed. Approximately 1250�g
f diluted cytosol was analyzed during each separa
un.
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2.3. Multidimensional LC configuration

System hardware, columns and software were obtained
from Waters (Milford, MA, USA). An Alliance 2D Biosepa-
rations System was applied for the multidimensional separa-
tion of E. coli cytosol. A 50 mm× 4.6 mm, 10�m BioSuite
Q-PEEK strong anion-exchange (SAX) column was used for
the first separation dimension while the trapping of analytes
from the SAX column was accomplished using two Sym-
metry300 C4 10 mm× 2.1 mm, 3.5�m columns. A Sym-
metry300 C4 100 mm× 2.1 mm, 3.5�m column was used
for the reversed-phase second dimension separation. The
overall system configuration, including the integrated valves
used for multidimensional chromatography, is presented in
Fig. 1. System control, data acquisition and data processing
was accomplished using the MassLynx 4.0 software package
running on a Windows XP based Pentium 4 computer system.

Within this integrated multidimensional analysis system
(Fig. 1), the first dimension solvent delivery system con-
trolled sample injection, and eluent composition for the SAX
separation. The mobile phase in the first dimension was pro-
duced by an AutoBlend methodology[33], where solvent
lines A (100 mM Tris–HCl) and B (100 mM Tris Base) con-
trolled system pH at a constant buffer concentration, while
solvent lines C (1.25 M NaCl) and D (Milli-Q water) were
adjusted during a run to generate a step or linear salt gradi-
e for
t

ely
d n of

a 10-port, two-position, 2D column selection valve (Fig. 1).
While one trapping column is in line with the first dimension,
the other is placed in line with a second dimension binary sol-
vent delivery system, and a single analytical reversed-phase
column. This dual trap-single analytical column configu-
ration was used for several reasons: (1) the trap column
significantly reduces exposure of the analytical column to the
damaging effects of the high salt and high pH mobile phase
used in the first separation dimension; (2) the shorter trapping
column required less washing time to remove nonvolatile
salts, improving overall system cycle time; and (3) the lower
back pressure of the trap column allowed the use of a high ca-
pacity (but pressure limited) porous SAX column in the first
dimension.

Each time the first valve is actuated, a portion of first
dimension eluent remains on the trap column now in line
with the second dimension. This plug of material contains
nonvolatile salts that can significantly degrade ESI-MS
response and operation. To combat this effect, a second valve
(Fig. 1, salt divert valve) was used to divert these materials
from the trapping column to waste. Flow through this valve
was directed to either to the mass spectrometer, or to waste
through a backpressure regulator, which equalizes pressure
between the analytical column and the waste stream. After a
suitable desalting period (>20 column volumes), the second
dimension flow was placed back in line with the analysis
c nt of
a

ne,
u , as

F otein L as used to
c separa the
d from th s, an
o cal colu flow pat
s column
nt. A constant flow rate (0.3 mL/min) was maintained
he first dimension separation.

Flow from the SAX first dimension was alternat
elivered to one of two trap columns through actuatio

ig. 1. System configuration for comprehensive multidimensional pr
ontrol sample introduction and the first dimension chromatographic
imension eluent. The 2D column selection valve (V1) controlled flow
f second dimension eluent through the opposite trap, and an analyti
econd valve (V2) acted to divert nonvolatile salts from the analytical
olumn, and components were eluted by a linear gradie
cetonitrile.

Flow from the second dimension was split nine to o
sing a three-port tee fitting and static flow resistance

C/MS analysis. A quaternary solvent delivery system (IEX pump) w
tion. An auxiliary binary solvent delivery module (RP pump) providedsecond
e first dimension to one of two alternating reversed-phase trap columnd flow
mn, for split analysis by UV and ESI-TOF-MS detection. Within thish a
and detectors prior to initiation of the second dimension gradient.
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measured under the initial gradient conditions. The splitting
of second dimension effluent generated more optimal flow
rates for MS analysis, and permitted additional detectors
and/or fraction collection for the majority of column
effluent.

2.4. Multidimensional LC system operation

The multidimensional LC system was evaluated using
a 243 min, 0–500 mM NaCl gradient in the first dimension
separation. In the first set of experiments this separation was
accomplished using a continuous linear gradient (Fig. 2A).
The linear gradient was divided into eight segments delivered
to the second dimension trapping columns through timing
of the 2D column selection valve (Fig. 1). In a second set
of experiments, an equivalent discontinuous step gradient
(eight steps of 62.5 mM NaCl,Fig. 2B) was applied. In both
gradient modes, the anion-exchange columns were washed
with 1000 mM NaCl to remove any remaining material,
prior to restoring the system to initial conditions for the
next run.

For each sampling segment of the linear and step gra-
dients, the trapping columns were washed for 2 min (∼28
column volumes) before starting the second dimension
gradient, and bringing the analytical column and mass spec-
t
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2.5. Mass spectrometry

A Micromass LCT ESI-TOF mass spectrometer (Waters)
fitted with a Z-spray ion source was used for detection. A
capillary voltage of 2850 V and a sample cone voltage of
35 V were used for data acquisition over a mass range of
700–3000m/zwhile operating in the positive ion mode. Cal-
ibration was performed over a mass range of 300–3000 using
a 0.4 mg/mL NaI solution. Calibration was confirmed by in-
fusion of a 0.1 mg/mL horse heart myoglobin solution (mass
16 951.48 Da) with the specification of a deconvoluted mass
accuracy of±0.5 Da. An extended scan acquisition time of
two seconds was applied to reduce the raw data file size of
the 5.5 h run.

2.6. Data processing

Automated processing of LC/ESI-TOF-MS data was
accomplished using a Visual Basic routine (Automated Max-
imum Entropy, or AutoME) developed in-house. Incremental
segments of 10 MS spectra (20 s of retention time) were
summed, then deconvoluted using MaxEnt1 deconvolution
algorithm. The resulting deconvoluted spectrum for each of
the various processing segments was centroided at unit reso-
lution, thresholded at a global minimum intensity value of 40
counts, and output to a flat text file of retention time, mass, and
i ity)
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t hop.
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rometer on line. The second dimension gradient (Table 1)
as complex, starting with a an initial concentration of 1
cetonitrile in 0.1% formic acid and 0.005% trifluoroac
cid, quickly rising to 30% organic, then a gradual incre

o 55% organic over 20 min, before returning to ini
onditions. Overall, this created a 29 min cycle in the se
imension. Flow rate in the second dimension was deliv
t a rate of 0.5 mL/min, and both the trap and analy
olumns were maintained at 30◦C.

System programming requirements introduced a
ycle delay in the reversed-phase sampling of the linear
ient (Fig. 2A) compared to the step gradient. Thus, for

inear gradient, components that do not initially bind u
njection will be combined with those that elute from the fi
imension during the first linear segment. This was the
xpected difference between the two gradient modes, an
xcluded from our analysis for purposes of direct compa
f the two modes of operation.

able 1
econd dimension reversed phase gradient program

eversed phase Flow rate 500�L/min

ime (min) E (%) F (%) Curve

0.00 90 10 1
2.00 70 30 6
2.00 45 55 6
3.00 45 55 6
5.00 90 10 6
7.00 90 10 6

: water–0.1% formic acid–0.005% TFA and F: ACN–0.1% for
cid–0.005% TFA.
ntensity values. “2D Gel” (retention time, mass, intens
nd differential displays of this data were accomplished u

he bubble plot feature of Microsoft Excel, and the abilit
ransparently overlay two bubble plots in Adobe Photos

MaxEnt1 spectral deconvolution was done over the
ire mass acquisition range (700–3000m/z), using a uniform
aussian damage model with a peak width at half heig
.75 Da, an output mass range of 7000–40 000 Da, an
utput resolution of 3 Da. A maximum of 10 iterations w
one on the spectra to reduce overall computation time

. Results and discussion

.1. Instrumental configuration and operation

An integrated multidimensional chromatographic sys
Fig. 1), coupled with on-line ESI-TOF-MS detection w
onstructed as described in Section2. An anion-exchang
rst dimension was coupled to a reversed-phase sepa
n the second dimension using automated valve switching
ermitted capture of gradient segments or steps from th
imension onto alternating trapping columns. In turn, th
olumns were placed in line with an analytical reversed-p
olumn, and introduced into an ESI-TOF MS detector.
ults generated were in the form of intact protein LC/LC/
ata from theE. coliprotein mixture.

In the course of these studies, two different gradient m
ere examined for the first dimension of separation, w

he same second dimension reversed-phase gradient
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(Table 1) was maintained for both separation formats. Over-
lays of the first and second dimension gradient profiles are
shown asFig. 2A (linear gradient) andFig. 2B (discontinuous
step gradient). In both modes, gradients of increasing ionic
strength (0–500 mM NaCl) were applied over a 4 h separa-
tion.

3.2. Reproducibility of multidimensional LC/MS
analyses at the component level

The reproducibility of multidimensional protein chro-
matographic separations is a fundamental question, which
was addressed by examining chromatographic behavior of

F
fi

ig. 2. Gradient profiles for multidimensional protein separations employing
rst dimension gradients programs for both gradient modes.
a linear (A) or step (B) gradient in the first dimension. The inset tablesdescribe
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Fig. 3. Reproducibility of 2D (SAX/RP) LC/MS analysis ofE. coli cytosol using a linear first dimension gradient. The TIC traces of three replicate analyses
(A) are expanded (B) to show finer detail for the second dimension reversed-phase cycles. The first two LC/MS runs were processed to identify individual
components within the earlier cycle, which are presented in a bubble plot map format (x-axis: retention time,y-axis: deconvoluted mass; bubble diameter:
centroided intensity) of protein components. Components from the first run are shown in green, the second run in red, and overlapping components are shown
in orange.

abundant species within a sample ofE. coli cytosol. Exper-
iments done previously (not shown) proved the MDLC/MS
system capable of reproducibly separating an “ideal” protein
mixture; however, proper behavior with complex protein
mixtures could not be assumed. Proteomic mixtures contain
a large number of chemically diverse proteins, present over
a wide dynamic range, and constitute a serious challenge for
obtaining reproducible separations. Changes in the physical
properties of proteins, such as solubility, conformation, and
sorbent interactions can vary over the course of multiple
analyses, resulting in significant changes in chromato-
graphic profiles of specific analytes during a separation,
or between separations[34–36]. Specific and nonspecific
protein–protein interactions also contribute to less repro-
ducible chromatographic performance, as small differences
in protein load may alter protein elution profiles[37–39].

E. coli cytosol (∼3000 potential proteins) was used to
assess MDLC/MS separation reproducibility. Six injections
of cytosol were made onto the system, and were resolved
using step or linear gradients in the first dimension. Over-
laid traces of the total ion chromatograms (TIC) of the six

analyses are shown inFig. 3A (linear gradient) andFig. 4A
(step gradient). General attributes observed in the TIC traces
proved to be reproducible injection-to-injection for both gra-
dient modes, while specific features, as seen in the expanded
chromatogram views (Figs. 3B and 4B), were not quantita-
tively reproduced, demonstrating some run-to-run variations
in both gradient modes.

Unlike analysis of simple protein mixtures, chromato-
graphic performance is difficult to assess at the component
level using the TIC chromatogram. Peaks within the TIC may
have multiple components within them, making component
quantitation based on TIC misleading. To identify individual
components within each run, automated maximum entropy
mass spectral deconvolution was applied to the LC/LC/MS
data. This deconvolution workflow was performed within the
MassLynx software package using a custom Visual Basic
macro (Automated Maximum Entropy, or AutoME). This
macro performed serial summation of 10 scan segments (cor-
responding to 20 s windows of retention time), followed by
spectral deconvolution of the summed spectra using the Max-
Ent1 deconvolution algorithm[32,40–44]. A segment size
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Fig. 4. Reproducibility of 2D (SAX/RP) LC/MS analysis ofE. coli cytosol using a step first dimension gradient. The TIC traces of three replicate LC/MS
analyses (A) are expanded (B) to show finer detail for the second dimension reversed-phase cycles. Two LC/MS runs were processed by the AutoME method
to identify individual components within the earlier cycle, which are presented in a bubble plot map format (x-axis: retention time,y-axis: deconvoluted mass;
bubble diameter: centroided intensity) of protein components. Components from the first run are shown in green, the second run in red, and overlapping
components are shown in orange.

of 10 scans was utilized in order to retain chromatographic
profile features for major components in the sample. Each
deconvoluted spectrum was then centroided and thresholded,
removing background noise and simplifying the data set. The
end product of this AutoME process was a flat text file that
contains a list of retention time, deconvoluted mass, and mass
intensity values for all detected components.

This information was exported into Microsoft Excel and
Adobe Photoshop to produce an overlay “mass map” of
reversed-phase cycles corresponding to the same region
(125–187 mM NaCl) in the first dimension separation for
both gradient modes (Figs. 3C and 4C). Retention time (mid-
point of the 10 scan segment) is plotted along thex-axis with
deconvoluted mass plotted along they-axis. Abundant com-
ponents elute over multiple segments, and are displayed as a
series of points along the retention time axis. The intensity
of each component is represented by the diameter of the data
point. In these displays, components detected in the first anal-
ysis run are shown in green, second analysis run in red, and
those common to both are displayed in orange. Viewing these
mass maps demonstrates the complexity of the sample, as
multiple components (masses) can be observed co-eluting at

any particular retention time. This observation demonstrates
the utility (and additional dimensionality) of MS detection
for analysis of complex mixtures, as it resolves components
that otherwise would be observed as a single peak by methods
such as UV–vis spectroscopy.

It is apparent that the large majority of components repli-
cate between the two runs using both gradient modes, and
most component intensities track well between runs. It can be
seen in both modes that there are some components, unique to
a single run that do not effectively replicate. This is expected
for very low abundance components, where the paired sig-
nal may be subject to the applied noise thresholds, but the
effect is also seen with several abundant components. It was
established that these components appear to be unpaired, not
because they are missing from one injection, but that their
distribution has been somewhat altered between two analy-
ses.

In order to give a more quantitative view of component
detection reproducibility, the top 100 most intense masses
(some obvious Na+ and K+ adducts of abundant compounds
were removed) were compared across runs. In the linear gra-
dient first dimension runs, approximately 10% of this mass
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Fig. 5. Component distributions representative of first dimension peak splitting (dispersion into adjacent reversed-phase cycles). The distributions of four
identified components (masses 11 049 Da, 9970 Da, 10 537 Da, and 22 664 Da) are shown as plots of the percent intensity of that component distributed over
several reversed-phase cycles. Cyclen is the first cycle in which the component was detected, andn+ 1 would constitute the following reversed-phase cycle
in the separation. Three replicate analyses are shown for each condition using both gradient modes. The first component (11 049 Da) illustrates splitting only
in the step gradient mode, the next two (9970 Da and 10 537 Da) show splitting common to both modes, and the last (22 664 Da) shows splitting only for the
linear mode.

list differed from run-to-run; however, all “missing” compo-
nents were of lower abundance, and could be found at lower
intensities in the suspect run. A slightly higher variation was
seen in with step gradient runs, with approximately 14% of
the top 100 most intense masses differing from run-to-run.
This was also a result of thresholding effects, and all 100 com-
ponents were reproducible between the runs when slightly
lower abundance components were considered.

Combining the mass map and component list compar-
isons, we observe that while there can be small variations
in the chromatographic profile and intensities of compo-
nents observed during the multidimensional analyses, the
overall approach is capable of reliably detecting the same

components between sample replicates. The remaining
sections of this work detail chromatographic behaviors
of these abundant components, and describe observed
run-to-run and method-to-method variations.

3.3. Analyte dispersion into multiple reversed-phase
cycles

The optimal use of separation space within a multidimen-
sional separation can be realized when each component pro-
duces a single chromatographic peak. This ideal situation can
be achieved with simple protein mixtures, but is difficult to
attain with real-world biological samples
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Fig. 6. Component distributions representative of second dimension peak carryover (dispersion into alternating reversed-phase cycles). The distributions of two
identified components (masses 11 036 Da and 31 065 Da) are shown as plots of the percent intensity of that component distributed over several reversed-phase
cycles. Cyclen is the first cycle in which the component was detected,n+ 1 would constitute the following reversed-phase cycle, andn+ 2 the next cycle in
which the same trap column was developed. Three replicate analyses are shown for each condition using both gradient modes.

The system configuration used in these experiments
(Fig. 1) made use of two trapping columns that alternated
between sampling the first dimension separation and eluting
trapped components onto the single analytical column, for
second dimension LC/MS analysis. This configuration leads
to dispersion of material into multiple reversed-phase cycles
by several mechanisms: (1) the analyte may be carried over
into two adjacent reversed-phase cycles (component split-
ting in first dimension); (2) the analyte may be carried into
non-adjacent alternating reversed-phase cycles (second di-
mension trap column carryover); and (3) the analyte may be
carried over into multiple continuous reversed-phase cycles
(potential combination of both mechanisms).

The distribution of sample components, throughout the
multidimensional protein separation, was investigated by
examining the behavior of the top 100 abundant species
common to both gradient formats. Identical masses with
the same relative retention time in adjacent or in alternating
reversed-phase gradients were determined to be characteris-
tic of a first dimension or second dimension dispersion event.
Individual component intensities for each reversed-phase
cycle were produced by combining the intensity associated
with that component over each AutoME processing segment
in which it was observed. Total intensity for a component
was calculated by combining component intensity over all
reversed-phase cycles where the component was identified.

Figs. 5–7provide representative examples of component
dispersion in the first, second, or both separation dimen-
sions. In these figures, component distributions are plotted
as percent of the total component intensity detected in an
initial second dimension RP cycle (n) and subsequent cycles
(n+ 1,n+ 2 etc.).

3.3.1. Dispersion of analyte into adjacent
reversed-phase cycles-dispersion in the first separation
dimension

The stoichiometric displacement model for ion-exchange
chromatography of proteins argues that analytes are coop-
eratively retained on column by multiple points of ionic
interaction between protein and sorbent. The effective
number of interaction points within a particular protein is
variable, and will be affected by a number of factors, includ-
ing: protein conformation, system pH, steric factors, protein
loading, and protein–protein interactions[34,35,38,45–47].
In practice, the theory predicts that proteins will have
negligible linear velocity, until a critical eluent strength is
reached, and then there will be an abrupt change to maximal
linear velocity. Thus, a step gradient could potentially be
more effective in cleanly resolving proteins than an equiva-
lent linear gradient, sampled at the same interval, assuming a
protein has uniform interactions within the chromatographic
system.
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Fig. 7. Component distributions representative of component dispersion in multiple dimensions (dispersion into multiple adjacent reversed-phase cycles).
The distributions of three identified components (masses 9191 Da, 10 387 Da, and 12 208 Da) are shown as plots of the percent intensity of that component
distributed over several reversed-phase cycles. Cyclen is the first cycle in which the component was detected; subsequent cycles are identified asn+ 1,n+ 2,
n+ 3, etc. Three replicate analyses are shown for each condition using both gradient modes.

In the linear gradient mode, the first dimension is
physically sampled by the second dimension by actuation
of the 2D column select valve (Fig. 1), and components
eluting during this switching event will be split between two
adjacent reversed-phase cycles. A representative example of
a component that exhibits such first dimension splitting is
presented withinFig. 5 (mass 22 664 Da). While observed
in both gradient modes, our data indicate that the majority
of first dimension peak splitting cases occurred only in the
step mode (Fig. 5mass 11 049 Da), or in both modes (Fig. 5,
masses 9970 Da and 10 537 Da).

First dimension peak splitting was observed to be gener-
ally reproducible (±15%) as seen from the intensity profiles
of the replicate analyses presented inFig. 5. The overall data
indicate that components were effectively resolved into the
same reversed-phase cycles run-to-run, but that small changes
in the relative distribution of components between the cycles
contributed the larger source of variation.

Peak splitting is not just a chromatographic phenomenon,
but may describe an underlying heterogeneity of a pro-
tein’s structure. Protein structure is not static, but rather
dynamic, and a protein can sample a variety of conforma-
tions depending on the surrounding environment. The use
of denaturing conditions may produce more homogeneity of
protein–sorbent interactions, but also requires the use of addi-
tional agents to maintain protein solubility, and prevent large-
scale secondary chromatographic effects due to the exposure
of hydrophobic core regions of proteins. While this parameter
is outside the scope of this work, the utility of exploring such
denaturing conditions to reduce first dimension dispersion is
warranted.

3.3.2. Dispersion into alternating reversed-phase
cycles—second dimension carryover events

Dispersion into alternating reversed-phase cycles,n,n+ 2,
n+ 4, etc. with little or no material in then+ 1 cycle, can be
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attributed to classical “carryover” or “ghosting” phenomena
in the second dimension. We observe multiple instances
where incomplete elution of material off a trapping column
is apparent, and a component signal is observed the next
cycle in which that trap column is employed. Representative
examples of dispersion in alternating reversed-phase cycles
(n and n+ 2) are shown inFig. 6 (masses 11 036 Da and
31 065 Da). In some instances the analyte is also seen in a
third reversed-phase cycle (e.g. mass 31 065 Da) that isn+ 4
cycles away from the first appearance in the separation.

While component separations in the second dimension
cannot be fully independent of first dimension behaviors,
the given examples (Fig. 6) are representative in showing
that the reversed-phase behavior of a component plays the
primary role in determining second dimension component
dispersion. While we observe that analyte hydrophobicity
and intensity do not directly correlate with second dimension
carryover, intense components were more likely to display
this phenomenon.

3.3.3. Carryover into multiple continuous
reversed-phase cycles—complex dispersion patterns

Dispersion of analytes into multiple adjacent reversed-
phase cycles may be attributed to the combination of first
and second dimension dispersion events. However, using
the current chromatographic configuration, it is difficult to
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Fig. 8. Venn diagram describing the dispersion of the top 100 of the most
intense components. The distribution of chromatographic dispersion events
for the top 100 most abundant components (both gradient modes) is pre-
sented. More detailed information is provided on the nature of dispersion,
where 1D PS represents the first dimension peak splitting, 2D CO the second
dimension carryover and Comb. the combined first and second dimension
dispersion effects.

identical type of behavior) with both step and linear first
dimension gradient modes, 21 were observed to have
dispersive behavior in only the step gradient separation, and
only 2 components had shown dispersion unique to the linear
gradient mode. Dispersion of the two components unique
to the linear mode appears to arise from actuation of the
second dimension column selection valve during component
elution, and resulting first dimensional peak splitting.

The dispersive behavior of those components unique to
step mode, and common to both gradient modes, is derived
from roughly equal contributions of first and second dimen-
sion chromatography (Fig. 8). Overall, using the current ex-
perimental conditions, the linear gradient used for the first
dimension anion-exchange separation was more effective at
minimizing dispersion events, when compared to step gradi-
ent elution.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we have demonstrated a component-level
approach for the evaluation of multidimensional protein
separations using on line ESI-TOF-MS detection. A novel
automated spectral deconvolution routine (AutoME) was
employed to identify chromatographic profiles of individ-
ual components eluting during multidimensional LC/MS
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P distributions in duplicates runs of both gradient mo
nderlying this analysis have been made available
upplementary datafile in a Microsoft Excel format. Ap
roximately half (51 of 100) of the components exhibit so

ype of dispersive behavior during the multidimensio
eparation. Of these 51 components, 28 were obs
o exhibit a dispersive behavior (but not necessarily
eparations. We have applied this methodology to illus
ifferences between MDLC separation modes, w

inear and step gradients were used for the first dimen
eparation. This approach provided an effective too
emonstrating run-to-run separation reproducibility wi
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Overall, half of all abundantE. coliproteins behaved id
lly, yielding a single peak for each detected mass. U
common set of system conditions, it was determined
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sampling of a linear first dimension gradient distributed fewer
major components to multiple reversed-phase cycles than
an equivalent step gradient. Furthermore, it can be clearly
shown with our data, that chromatographic dispersion of sam-
ple components is due to contributions from both separation
dimensions, providing multiple avenues for optimizing this
separation method.

Going forward, we now have a benchmark, and an an-
alytical tool, to systematically test changes to chromato-
graphic hardware, separations chemistries, and separation
strategies that can be applied to the analysis of a complex
sample. In particular, the evaluation of denaturants, surfac-
tants, buffers/pH, salts, reduction/alkylation, and separation
temperatures should provide critical insights for obtaining
optimal protein separations for global proteomic analysis.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be
found, in the online version, atdoi:10.1016/j.chroma.2005.
04.048.
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